Abstract. Convergence is shown for the full discretization of a general class of nonlinear February 12, 2011 parabolic problems. The numerical method combines the backward Euler method for the time discretization with a generalized internal approximation scheme for the spatial discretization. The governing monotone elliptic differential operator is described by a nonlinearity that may have anisotropic and non-polynomial growth but fulfills a coercivity condition in terms of a generalized N -function.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we are concerned with the numerical approximation of the initial-boundary value problem for a quasilinear parabolic equation, Here, the dot just means the Euclidean inner product and |ξ| 2 = ξ · ξ. We should mention that the Fenchel-Young inequality (see (2. 2) below) immediately implies µ ≤ 1.
Typical examples are (see also [5, 12, 14, 24] ) equation η = a(ξ(η)). Whereas the first and second example are well understood and can be studied by employing the standard theory of monotone operators relying on the Sobolev space W 1,2 0 (Ω) and W 1,p 0 (Ω), respectively, the other examples lead to operators satisfying non-polynomial or anisotropic growth conditions instead of having the usual p-structure. These latter examples require another functional setting, namely to consider monotone operators in (isotropic or anisotropic) Orlicz spaces. Since, in general, Orlicz spaces are neither reflexive nor separable, additional difficulties arise. Applications can be found, e.g., in fluid dynamics and rheology (see [11] ) or in electrodynamics (see [3] ).
Existence of global weak solutions (solutions in the sense of distributions) has been shown in [5] if the conjugate of the underlying N -function satisfies a ∆ 2 -condition (see also below). Similar results under somehow restrictive assumptions have also been obtained in [7, 18] . More recently, existence has been proven in [12] for the general case avoiding any restrictive growth or ∆ 2 -condition and allowing anisotropy but for problems with homogeneous right-hand side only. The method of proof relies upon a Galerkin approximation with eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. See also [8] for a similar result, including a uniqueness result, but in the isotropic case.
A main problem, which also arises in our studies, is the lack of a tensor structure of Orlicz spaces over the time-space cylinder. In the standard treatment, it is this tensor structure which allows to reduce the parabolic partial differential equation to an operator differential equation for functions in time taking values in an appropriate Banach space of functions in space.
In this paper, we study the convergence of a fully discrete numerical approximation. Apart from the work in [3, 6, 19] on the Galerkin finite element approximation of elliptic problems described by monotone operators in Orlicz spaces, there is, to the best knowledge of the authors, no other study of numerical approximations available, especially not for problems of parabolic type.
In this first attempt to analyze time-dependent problems, we restrict our considerations to the scalar case without non-monotone perturbations (such as lower order terms as, e.g., the convection term in fluid dynamics). Moreover, to keep the presentation readable, we do not consider the case where a is a Carathéodory function that explicitly depends on (x, t) although we believe that this case can be treated similarly.
Our main result is the convergence of a sequence of numerical approximations towards an exact solution. The numerical approximation here comes from combining the backward Euler (or Rothe) method with a generalized internal approximation scheme (Galerkin method, conforming finite element method). The assumptions on the underlying differential operator are as general as in [12] avoiding any restrictive growth or ∆ 2 -condition and allowing anisotropy. In opposite to [12] , we also allow non-homogeneous right-hand sides by employing estimates relying on the Bogovskii operator.
It should be noted that the convergence result provided here also implies existence of a weak solution. We also provide a uniqueness result. Moreover, we should emphasize that the method of proof here differs somehow from that in [8, 12] not only because of the full discretization. In particular, we use a certain characterization of Orlicz spaces as a weak closure (together with results on mollification and the continuity of the translation) and we omit employing knowledge about the sequence of time derivatives of the approximate solutions. The latter would require to have the boundedness of the sequence of L 2 -orthogonal projections onto the finite dimensional subspaces with respect to the operator norm induced by the norm ·
,Ω denotes the L 2 -norm and · M,Ω denotes the Luxemburg norm of the underlying Orlicz space. This, however, is by no way obvious for an arbitrary internal approximation scheme (but was implicitly used in [12] for the special Galerkin approximation employed there). Instead, we employ the centered Steklov average for a regularization in time.
It will be open for future work to incorporate non-monotone perturbations. Then, however, additional compactness arguments are required in order to have strong convergence results at hand. The analysis of a semiimplicit variant of the Euler method (for resolving the nonlinearity) together with numerical studies is also left for forthcoming work. Moreover, the question of strong convergence under additional (monotonicity) assumptions on the nonlinearity should be addressed in future work.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the necessary notation, recall basic facts about Orlicz spaces, and prove some auxiliary results. It follows Section 3 with the description of the numerical method, the proof of existence of a numerical solution, and the derivation of a priori estimates for the fully discrete solution. Convergence towards an exact solution is then shown in Section 4.
2. Notation and preliminaries. 
. Here, C ∞ c (Ω) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in Ω. By γ 0 v, we denote the trace of a function v : Ω → R such that, for a smooth function, γ 0 v is the restriction of v onto the boundary ∂Ω.
For a Banach space X, we denote by L p (0, T ; X) (p ∈ [1, ∞]) the usual BochnerLebesgue space equipped with the standard norm. We recall that
Here, as always, we identify the abstract function u :
The standard norm is then denoted by · p,Q . By C ([0, T ]; X), we denote the usual space of continuous functions u : [0, T ] → X, whereas C w ([0, T ]; X) denotes the space of demicontinuous functions (i.e., continuous with respect to the weak topology in X). See also [9] for more details.
By ·, · , we denote the duality pairing. Finally, c denotes a generic positive constant.
Orlicz spaces.
In this section, we recall the definition of Orlicz spaces and some of their properties (see, especially, [14] for a very readable introduction as well as [1, 10, 13, 20, 21, 24] ). Let us emphasize that our considerations include differential operators with anisotropic growth. We, therefore, rely upon anisotropic Orlicz classes and spaces defined by N -functions with vector-valued arguments (see, in particular, [5, 20, 21] ). 
Some authors prefer the term generalized N -function in order to emphasize the dependence on ξ and not only on |ξ|. Note that (i) and (ii) imply M (ξ) ≥ 0 for all ξ ∈ R d . Because of the anisotropic character, the function M need not be a function that is increasing with respect to the components of its vector-valued argument (see, e.g., example 7) in the introduction).
For an N -function M , we denote by M * the conjugated function given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform
The conjugated function M * is also an N -function (see [20] ). A very important tool in deriving a priori estimates will be the Fenchel-Young inequality
The anisotropic Orlicz class L M (Ω; R d ) is the set of all (equivalence classes of almost everywhere equal) measurable functions ξ :
is a convex set it may not be a linear space. The mapping ρ M,Ω is a modular in the sense of [14, p. 208] .
Since the function M : R d → R is continuous it maps bounded sets into bounded sets. Therefore, if
, which shows that
It is a Banach space with respect to the Luxemburg norm
, and thus 
This can be seen from the following observations:
Clearly, the anisotropic Orlicz class and space coincide with the isotropic Orlicz class and space, respectively, if the N -function M = M (ξ) only depends on |ξ| rather than on ξ.
Let us denote by E M (Ω; R d ) the closure of all bounded measurable functions defined on Ω with respect to the Luxemburg norm · M,Ω . It turns out that
with, in general, strict inclusion.
, the duality pairing is given by
At this point, we may recall the generalized Hölder inequality
The factor 2 is due to the use of the Luxemburg norm instead of the Orlicz norm.)
It is worth to mention that for any
where
.g., [13, p. 131] ). It will later be important to see that (2.4) not only holds for all η ∈ E M * (Ω;
. This is seen as follows: Because of the generalized Hölder inequality, we already know that ξ · η ∈ L 1 (Ω). Therefore,
is well-defined. In view of Chebyshev's inequality, we have that
The absolute continuity of the integral over the integrable function ξ · η finally proves [1, 14, 21] ). The ∆ 2 -condition is, however, rather restrictive.
In the sequel, we also consider Orlicz classes and spaces over the time-space cylinder Q (the definitions and results from above are the same, just replace Ω by Q). We emphasize that without strong assumption on M and M * there is no tensor
Preliminary results.
In this section, we summarize a few preliminary results such as the weak sequentially lower semicontinuity of the modular with respect to the weak convergence in L 1 (Ω; R d ), an approximation result and a useful estimate relying on the Bogovskii operator.
Proof. In a first step, we prove that the sequence {ξ } is weakly relatively compact in
3)) and in view of the DunfordPettis theorem (see, e.g., [2, Thm. 2.4.5]), it remains to prove equi-integrability of the sequence. This, however, follows from a result analogous to the de la Vallée-Poussin theorem, and we closely follow [2, Thm. 2.4.4 on p. 58]. Since M has superlinear growth, there exists for every K > 0 a constant C K > 0 such that
For A = Ω, this shows the boundedness of the sequence {ξ } in L 1 (Q; R d ). Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and set K = 2C/ε, δ = ε/(2C K ). We then obtain for any A with |A| < δ
which finally proves equi-integrablity. Hence, a subsequence of {ξ } converges weakly in 
Unfortunately, the method of truncation as employed in (2.4) is not always appropriate when working with gradients. We, therefore, provide the following result. Let
where c 0 > 0 is such that
, and set for sufficiently small δ > 0
For any locally integrable function u = u(x, t), the mollification J δ * u is then a smooth function with compact support on the ball with |x|
For any ε > 0 there is then a smooth function w ε , which vanishes at ∂Ω × [0, T ] such that
Proof.
, the trace γ 0 w(·, t) is well-defined for almost all t ∈ (0, T ).
The proof follows, in particular, from the continuity of mollification and translation of a function in L M (Q; R d ) with respect to the weak convergence in E M (Q; R d ) (see [ Let ε > 0. Then there is n ∈ N such that
, the absolute continuity of the integral also shows (using Chebyshev's inequality and the same argumentation as on p. 6) for sufficiently large n that
Since Ω is a Lipschitz domain and ∂Ω is compact, there is a finite number of points x j ∈ ∂Ω, radii r j > 0 and Lipschitz continuous functions λ
where is a smooth partition of unity subordinate to this open cover. In particular, we have T n (w) = j,k w jk , where w jk := χ j ζ k T n (w), and supp w jk ⊂ Ω j × I k . We observe that w 00 ∈ W 1,1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) with ∇w 00 = ∇χ 0 ζ 0 T n (w)+χ 0 ζ 0 ∇T n (w) ∈ L M (Q; R d ) and supp w 00 ⊂ Q. The mollification is continuous in W 1,1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) with respect to the strong convergence, which can be shown by standard arguments (employing, in particular, the continuity of the translation in L 1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)), which follows from Lusin's theorem). Moreover, the mollification of a function in the Orlicz space L M (Q; R d ) is continuous with respect to the weak convergence in E M (Q; R d ). There exists, therefore, a sufficiently small number δ 00 > 0 such that
and such that for all η ∈ L M * (Q; R d ).
Q ∇(J δ00 * w 00 ) − ∇w 00 · η dxdt < ε 12(J + 1) .
Here we have also used that ∇(J δ00 * T n (w)) = ∇J δ00 * T n (w).
For (j, k) = (0, 0), we observe the following. Since the translation is continuous in W 1,1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) with respect to the strong convergence and continuous in L M (Q; R d ) with respect to the weak convergence in E M (Q; R d ) and since translation and derivative commute, there exist sufficiently small numbers δ j > 0 and τ k > 0 such that
,
and where w jk is the extension of w jk by zero outside Q. Note that the translation with respect to space is inwards whereas the translation with respect to time is outwards. This takes into account that T n (w) and thus w jk has vanishing trace at ∂Ω. By construction, the restriction of w jk to K × [−τ 1 , T + τ 2 ] for any compact subset K ⊂ R d has the same regularity as w on Q, and supp w jk ⊂ Ω × I k , where
There also exist sufficiently small numbers δ jk > 0 such that
.
Putting altogether shows (with the convention w 00 = w 00 ) that w ε := j,k J δ jk * w jk satisfies the asserted estimates. Moreover, the restriction of w ε to Q vanishes at ∂Ω × [0, T ] because of supp w jk ⊂ Ω × I k . Lemma 2.4. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) and g ∈ L q (Ω) with q > d be given. Then there exists
Here, C is given by
where c > 0 only depends on Ω, d, and q. 
where c > 0 depends on q and Ω. It then follows from integration by parts that
With the Fenchel-Young inequality (2.2) and the properties of M (convexity and M (0) = 0), we find
Since q > d, we have the continuous embedding W
is continuous, it maps bounded sets into bounded sets such that
This, together with
proves the assertion. We should remark that we do not claim that the assumptions in the previous lemma are optimal in order to get the estimate (2.5).
A full discretization.
In this section, we describe the numerical method that combines a generalized internal approximation scheme (such as a Galerkin scheme or a conforming finite element method, see [23] ) for the spatial discretization with the backward Euler scheme for the temporal discretization.
3.1. Discretization. We consider an equidistant time grid: For N ∈ N, let τ = T /N and t n = nτ (n = 0, 1, . . . , N ). Moreover, we consider a generalized internal approximation of the space
which is given by a sequence of (not necessarily nested) finite dimensional subspaces V m ⊂ V (m ∈ N) and restriction operators R m : V → V m such that for any sequence {m } ∈N with m → ∞ as → ∞ there holds
Since V is a separable Banach space there always exists a Galerkin basis and thus an internal approximation scheme for V . Note that it suffices if the restriction operators are defined on (and the strong convergence takes place for) a dense subset of V (see, e.g., [23, pp. 25ff.]). The numerical method under consideration now reads as follows:
Here, u 0 ∈ V m denotes a suitable approximation of the initial datum u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω). Moreover, we have assumed that f is continuous with respect to time. If this is not the case, one may work with the restriction
onto the time grid instead of f (·, t n ).
Solvability.
We are now going to show that there exists a solution to the numerical scheme (3.2). 
2).
The proof relies upon the following auxiliary result. This is a direct consequence of Brouwer's fixed point theorem; for a proof, we refer to, e.g., [9, p. 74] .
Proof. [of Theorem 3.1] We prove the existence step-by-step. So let us assume we are given u n−1 ∈ L 2 (Ω). It is then sufficient to show the existence of u n ∈ V m satisfying (3.2).
Since V m is finite dimensional, we have V m = span{ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ m } for a suitable set of basis functions (without loss of generality we may assume that the index m in the notation of V m equals the dimension of V m ). We then have a one-to-one mapping between V m and R m given by
and v R m := v 2,Ω defines a norm on R m . We now define the mapping h via
Obviously, any solution u n ∈ V m corresponds to a zero u n of h and vice versa.
Due to the continuity of the nonlinearity a (see Assumption (a1)), the function h : R m → R m is continuous. Moreover, we have with the simple but crucial relation (which reflects the stability of the backward Euler method)
the coercivity assumption (a2), and (2.5) (taking ε = µ/2)
with C > 0 given by Lemma 2.4. It is clear that
where c > 0 only depends on Ω, d, and q.
Taking now R such that R 2 > u n−1 2 2,Ω + 2τ C(f (·, t n )) /(1 − τ ), the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 are fulfilled, and there exists a zero of h. This zero, however, solves (3.2) at level n. 
where c > 0 depends on µ, T and τ 0 , and C(f ) is given by (3.4). Proof. We take v = u n in (3.2), employ the relation (3.3) for the discrete time derivative, invoke the coercivity assumption (a2), and use (2.5) with ε = µ/2. This leads to 1 2τ u
where C(f (·, t n )) is given by (3.4). Summation then implies for all n = 1, 2, . . . , N u n 2
With (3.4), we have 2τ
Applying a discrete Gronwall lemma now proves the assertion.
If the approximation of the initial datum is taken from a bounded set, the theorem above shows indeed uniform boundedness of the discrete solution.
Convergence of the numerical solution.
In what follows, we consider a sequence {(m , N )} ∈N such that m → ∞ as well as N → ∞ as → ∞. Moreover, we suppose that τ ≤ τ 0 < 1 for all ∈ N. (When writing t n or u n , we omit calling the dependence on if no confusion is likely to arise.)
Furthermore, we consider a sequence {u 0 } ∈N of approximations of the initial datum u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω) such that u 0 ∈ V m and
From a fully discrete solution {u n } corresponding to the space V m and the time grid with step size τ = T /N , we now construct numerical approximations that are defined on the whole time interval: Let u be the piecewise constant function with
Moreover, letû denote the linear spline interpolating (t 0 , u 0 ), (t 1 , u 1 ), . . . , (t N , u N ). We also use the piecewise constant in time approximation f defined by
. The main result of the paper now reads as follows:
) with q > d be given. Consider the numerical solution of (1.1) by the scheme (3.2) on a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces, such that (3.1) is satisfied, and time step sizes, which tend to zero and are bounded away from 1. For the approximation of the initial datum, assume (4.1).
Then there is a subsequence, denoted by , such that the sequence {u } and {û } of piecewise constant in time and piecewise linear in time prolongations, respectively, of the numerical solutions converges weakly* in
The proof will be prepared by the following lemma. 
Proof. Because of (4.1), the sequence {u 0 } is bounded in L 2 (Ω). Therefore, the right-hand side of the a priori estimate in Theorem 3.4 is also bounded.
It immediately follows
and in view of Theorem 3.4, the right-hand side of the foregoing estimate tends to zero as → ∞.
An immediate consequence of the definition of the approximate solutions is
and Theorem 3.4 shows the boundedness of {u } and {û } in L ∞ (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)), which is the dual of the separable Banach space L 1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)). We thus have weak* convergence of a subsequence in L ∞ (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)). The limit of both the sequences must coincide since their difference tends to zero in L 2 (Q). Since
the a priori estimate in Theorem 3.4 also proves the asserted weak convergence of a subsequence of {û (·, T )} = {u (·, T )} in L 2 (Ω). With respect to the sequence of gradients of u , we observe that
is uniformly bounded, see again Theorem 3.4. From the boundedness of the modular, however, boundedness of the Luxemburg norm follows. Therefore, {∇u } ⊂
In the last step, we have used that u converges weakly* in L ∞ (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) towards u. In view of Lemma 2.2, we finally get ∇u ∈ L M (Q; R d ). Since the trace operator γ 0 :
is linear and bounded, it can be extended to a linear bounded (and thus weakly-weakly continuous) operator mapping
. By employing the Fenchel-Young inequality, it is easy to show that the uniform boundedness of the modular of ∇u implies the uniform boundedness of the
Therefore, the subsequence can be chosen such that u converges also weakly in L 1 (0, T ; W 1,1 (Ω)) towards u. Since u has vanishing trace for almost all t ∈ (0, T ), also the weak limit u must have vanishing trace for almost all t ∈ (0, T ).
A similar argumentation as for {∇u } proves the remaining assertion for {a(∇u )} since
is uniformly bounded in view of Theorem 3.4. We infer that there exists
We are now ready to prove the main result. Proof.
[of Theorem 4.1] We omit writing for the subsequence from Lemma 4.2. Using the approximationsû and u , the numerical scheme (3.2) can be written as
With respect to time, this equation holds almost everywhere in (0, T ) as well as in the weak sense. This immediately implies
Note thatû (·, T ) = u N andû (·, 0) = u 0 . With Lemma 4.2, relation (3.1), (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain in the limit
In particular, we have employed that
This follows from (3.1) and the definition of the norm in V . Moreover, we observe that
, and for d = 1, we obtain V → L q (Ω) for any q > d = 1. Relation (4.4) implies, by density arguments,
where W was defined in Lemma 2.3. We first observe that the tensor product V ⊗ C 1 ([0, T ]) is included in W , which shows that (4.4) is a particular case of (4.5). The function w ε that exists in view of Lemma 2.3 can be approximated, with respect to the strong convergence in C 1 (Q), by a polynomial vanishing at ∂Ω×[0, T ], which possesses a tensor structure and thus belongs to
, any ε > 0 and any w ∈ W , there is hence (recalling also the continuous embedding of
For the last term, we have to apply (2.6) upon noting that for
We are now going to derive further properties of the limit u.
are at least in L 1 (0, T ). This observation, together with (4.4), shows that
holds true in the weak sense. Moreover, the function t → Ω u(·, t)v dx then is absolutely continuous. Hence, since V is dense in L 2 (Ω) with respect to the strong con-
For arbitrary v ∈ V , we have with (4.3)
In the limit (see Lemma 4.2), we thus obtain with integration by parts (using (4.6))
Using the function t → t/T instead of t → (t − T )/T , the same argumentation as above provides that the weak in
It remains to identify α, i.e., to show that α = a(∇u). For proving this, we employ a variant of Minty's monotonicity trick. Unfortunately, a direct application of Minty's trick is not possible since we are working in spaces which are not reflexive and so we cannot just take the limit u as a test function in the limit equation (4.4) .
Using (3.3), we find
which implies, because of the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm, the weak convergence of u (·, T ) towards z = u(T ) in L 2 (Ω), and the strong convergence (4.1),
On the other hand, since a is monotone, we know that for all
and a is continuous. In the limit, we thus obtain (see again Lemma 4.2)
Finally, we know that
Taking v = u (·, t) ∈ V m in (4.3), we thus come up with
Unfortunately, we cannot take w = u in (4.5) due to the lack of regularity in time. We, therefore, consider the centered Steklov average of u, given by (S h u)(·, t) = 1 2h Following the modification of Minty's trick in [11] (see also [15] ), we set Q k = {(x, t) ∈ Q : |∇u(x, t)| > k a.e. in Q} for any k ∈ N. For arbitrary i, j ∈ N with j < i, arbitrary λ > 0, and arbitrary ζ ∈ L ∞ (Q; R d ), we take and thus α = a(∇u) a.e. in Q \ Q j . Since j was arbitrary, this proves α = a(∇u) a.e. in Q, which finishes the proof.
Remark 4.3.
If the exact solution is unique, which is the case if the nonlinearity a is strictly monotone then, by a standard argument, the whole sequences of approximate solutions converge.
Uniqueness in case of a strictly monotone nonlinearity is seen as follows: Let u and v be two different solutions to the problem with the same data (u 0 , f ). From the proof above, we already know that then for all w ∈ W 
